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FOREWORD
This document uses only metric units.
This standards publication is an NTCIP Subnetwork Profile. Subnetwork Profiles provide the rules and
procedures for exchanging data over a single physical communications link by referring to one or more
base standards.
This standard defines the rules and procedures for using the point-to-point protocol over RS-232 like
circuits. This standard defines requirements that are applicable to all NTCIP devices that exchange data
over this type of communications circuit. This standard also contains optional and conditional clauses
that are applicable to specific environments for which they are intended.
There are two normative and one informative annexes in this document.
For more information about NTCIP standards, visit the NTCIP Web Site at http://www.ntcip.org.
User Comment Instructions
The term “User Comment” includes any type of written inquiry, comment, question, or proposed revision,
from an individual person or organization, about any part of this standard publication’s content. A
“Request for Interpretation” of this standard publication is also classified as a User Comment. User
Comments are solicited at any time. In preparation of this NTCIP standards publication, input of users
and other interested parties was sought and evaluated.
All User Comments will be referred to the committee responsible for developing and/or maintaining this
standards publication. The committee chairperson, or their designee, may contact the submitter for
clarification of the User Comment. When the committee chairperson or designee reports the committee’s
consensus opinion related to the User Comment, that opinion will be forwarded to the submitter. The
committee chairperson may report that action on the User Comment may be deferred to a future
committee meeting and/or a future revision of the standards publication. Previous User Comments and
their disposition may be available for reference and information at www.ntcip.org.
A User Comment should be submitted to this address:
NTCIP Coordinator
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
1300 North 17th Street, Suite 1752
Rosslyn, Virginia 22209-3806
fax:
(703) 841-3331
e-mail: ntcip@nema.org
A User Comment should be submitted in the following form:
Standard Publication number and version:
Page:
Paragraph or Clause:
Comment:
Please include your name, organization, and address in your correspondence.
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INTRODUCTION
This publication defines a subnetwork profile that is a combination of standards intended to meet specific
requirements for data transfers to and from processors in direct-connect or circuit-switched environments.
The purpose of this standard is to provide the information necessary to establish a connection using the
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) via an RS-232 interface and/or a dial-up modem. This profile is a
subnetwork specification and uses protocols and standards to address the Physical and Data Link Layers
(i.e., Layers 1 and 2 of the OSI Basic Reference Model). This standard can be used in combination with
a variety of upper layer protocols.
It contains mandatory requirement statements that are applicable to all devices claiming conformance to
this standard. It also contains options and conditional requirements, which may be applicable to a specific
environment in which a device is used.
The following keywords apply to this document: AASHTO, Dial-up, ITE, NEMA, NTCIP, PPP, Point-toPoint, RS-232, Subnetwork Profile.
In 1992, the NEMA 3-TS Transportation Management Systems and Associated Control Devices Section
began the effort to develop the NTCIP. Under the guidance of the Federal Highway Administration’s
NTCIP Steering Group, the NEMA effort was expanded to include the development of communications
standards for all transportation field devices that could be used in an ITS network.
In September 1996, an agreement was executed among AASHTO, ITE, and NEMA to jointly develop,
approve, and maintain the NTCIP standards. In August 1997, the Joint Committee on the NTCIP formed
a new working group to develop communications profiles that were more modular in order to meet the
varied needs of different communication environments. The Profiles WG first met in September 1997.
The first task of the working group was to develop the overall structure of profiles. After research into
how national and international standards organizations combine protocols and standards to address all
seven layer of the OSI Basic Reference Model, the committee adopted the approach defined in the
NTCIP Framework and Classification of Profiles (NTCIP 8003). Following that approach, a protocol stack
is specified by Information, Application, Transport, and Subnet profiles. An Information Profile defines the
data that an end system must support. An Application Profile addresses the Application, Presentation,
and Session Layers of the OSI Basic Reference Model. A Transport Profile addresses the Transport and
Network Layers. A Subnet Profile addresses the Data Link and Physical Layers.
Once the rules for defining profiles were established, work began on a series of profiles for different
environments, in order of their assigned priority by the NTCIP Joint Committee. Work on the Subnet
Profile for the Point-to-Point Protocol over RS-232 (SP-PPP) began in June 1998. This Profile is a
subnet profile for use in center-to-roadside and center-to-center communications.
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Section 1
GENERAL
1.1

SCOPE

This standard is applicable to transportation related devices that must operate in a point-to-point
configuration where exactly two devices (called peers) are connected by a logical Physical Layer
communications link. As a subnetwork profile, this document specifies a set of protocols and standards
applicable to the Data Link and Physical layers of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Basic Reference
Model. The Subnet Profile for the Point-to-Point Protocol over RS-232 is intended to provide an
interoperability standard for the Physical and Data Link Layer aspects of communications in
transportation related devices for dialed-up circuits.
The protocol stack described in this document is appropriate for the reliable exchange of data between
processing equipment on switched data networks. The primary feature of this profile is reliable data
transfer with security between directly connected devices.
1.2

SCENARIO

The OSI Basic Reference Model defines seven layers within a communications stack, each performing a
particular role in the transmission of data over a medium. Communication standards typically relate to
one or more portions of the OSI Model.
NTCIP 8003 defines how to combine base standards to produce a variety of profile standards. Profile
standards reference base standards and may restrict options within the base standards in order to
encourage the development of fully compatible implementations. This standard is a Subnet Profile, which
is defined to be a combination of standards specifying the requirements for the first two layers of the OSI
Basic Reference Model.
The first layer, the Physical Layer, deals with how the bits of information are transmitted over a
communications channel. It deals with the mechanical and electrical interfaces, and the physical
transmission medium.
The second layer, the Data Link Layer, has the task of transforming the information that came in over the
wire into data that appears to be free of transmission errors. It should incorporate mechanisms to ensure
the integrity of the data and provide a method of ensuring that no data is lost.
This subnet profile is based on the Point-to-Point Protocol over an RS-232 or dial-up modem link. It
provides a peer-to-peer relationship between the connected devices. The profile requires full-duplex
circuits and is independent of the bit rate of the circuit. SPs do not address higher layer functionality such
as routing, segmentation, and re-transmission of data packets, nor is it concerned with the application(s)
residing in the device.
This Subnet Profile provides a mechanism to identify higher layer protocols by means of the PPP
Protocol Field. This provides a mechanism to permit “multiplexing” messages generated by multiple
protocols using a single communications link. The values for the Protocol Field are assigned
internationally by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA, http://www.iana.org).
The layers, base standards, and profile taxonomy that make up this profile are shown in Figure 1-1. The
Data Link Layer is defined by a variety of standards specifying various sub-layer components, as shown.
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ISO Layers

Base Standards
(Network configuration)

DATA LINK
LAYER

Profile

RFC 1332 (IPCP)
NTCIP 2201 (T2 Profile)
RFC 1994 (CHAP)

(authentication)
(DL configuration &
multiplexing)

RFC 1570 (LCP
Extensions)
RFC 1661 (PPP)

(framing)

RFC 1662 (HDLC-Like
Frame)

PHYSICAL LAYER

PPP - Subnet Profile

ANSI/TIA/EIA-232-F
and/or
ITU-T V.34

Figure 1-1
Subnet Profile for PPP Scenario
1.3

REFERENCES

For approved revisions, contact:
NTCIP Coordinator
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
1300 North 17th Street, Suite 1752
Rosslyn, VA 22209-3806
For proposed revisions, which are under discussion by the relevant NTCIP Working Group, and revisions
recommended by the NTCIP Joint Committee are available on the World Wide Web at
http://www.ntcip.org.
The following standards (normative references) contain provisions that, through reference in this text,
constitute provisions of this Standard. Other documents and standards (other references) are referenced
in these documents, which might provide a complete understanding of the entire protocol and the
relations between all parts of the protocol. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All
standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this Standard are encouraged to
investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standard listed below.
1.3.1

Normative References

ANSI/TIA/EIA-232-F1997

Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data Circuit-Termination
Equipment Employing Serial Binary Data Interchange

RFC 1321

The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm

RFC 1332

The PPP Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP)

RFC 1381

SNMP MIB Extension for the X.25 Packet Layer

RFC 1570

PPP LCP Extensions

RFC 1659

Definitions of Managed Objects for RS-232 like Hardware Devices using SMIv2

IAB STD 51

RFC 1661, The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
RFC 1662, PPP in HDLC-like Framing

RFC 1994

PPP Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)

RFC 2153

PPP Vendor Extensions
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ITU-T V.34 V.90

A modem operating at data signaling rates of up to 33 600 bit/s for use on the
general switched telephone network and on leased point-to-point 2-wire
telephone-type circuits

NOTE—A V.34 modem may work on either switched telephone and/or leased lines.
1.3.2

Other References

NTCIP 2301

Simple Transportation Management Framework Application Profile

NTCIP 2201

Transportation Transport Profile

NTCIP 2202

Internet (TCP/IP and UDP/IP) Transport Profile

NTCIP 9001

NTCIP Guide

NTCIP 8003

Profiles Framework

RFC 1663

PPP Reliable Transmission

RFC 1717

The PPP Multilink Protocol (MP)

RFC 2125

The PPP Bandwidth Allocation Protocol (BAP) / The PPP Bandwidth Allocation
Control Protocol (BACP)

ISO/IEC 3309:1993 Information technology—Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems—High-level data link control (HDLC) procedures—Frame
structure
ISO/IEC 4335:1993 Information technology—Telecommunications and information exchange
between systems—High-level data link control (HDLC) procedures—Elements
of procedures
1.3.3
1.3.3.1

Contact Information
ISO/IEC Standards

Members of the ISO maintain registers of currently valid ISO/IEC International Standards. For the USA,
the member of ISO is the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), which may be contacted as
follows:
ANSI
11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor
New York, NY 10036
(212) 642-4900
1.3.3.2

RFC Documents

Electronic Request for Comment (RFC) documents may be obtained from several repositories on the
WWW, or by “anonymous” File Transfer Protocol (FTP) with several hosts. Browse or FTP to:
http://www.ietf.org/rfc.html
http://www.rfc-editor.org/
http://www.rfc-editor.org/repositories.html
for FTP sites, read ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc-retrieval.txt
1.3.3.3

NTCIP Documents

NTCIP documents may be obtained by contacting NEMA at the following address:
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
1300 North 17th Street, Suite 1752
Rosslyn, VA 22209-3806
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1.4

TERMS

For the purposes of this standard, the following terms and definitions apply. For terms not defined in this
clause, English words are used in accordance with their definitions in the latest edition of Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary. Electrical and electronic terms not defined in this clause or in Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary are used in accordance with their definitions in Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) Std 100-1996.
authentication
bit
byte
data

The process whereby a message is associated with a particular originating
entity.
Binary Digit. A single basic computer signal consisting of a value of 0 or 1,
off or on.
A group of bits acted upon as a group, which may have a readable ASCII
value as a letter or number or some other coded meaning to the computer. It
is commonly used to refer to 8-bit groups.
Information before it is interpreted.

Data Link Layer

That portion of an OSI Basic Reference Model (Layer 2) responsible for flow
control, framing, synchronization and error control over a communications
link.

datagram

A self-contained unit of data transmitted independently of other datagrams.

data packet

Another term for “information field” (as used within this standard). This term
is mainly used with Network Layer Protocol describing all information that is
passed from the Network Layer to the Data Link Layer.

Intelligent
Transportation
Systems (ITS)

A major national initiative to improve information, communication and control
technologies in order to improve the efficiency of surface transportation.

International
Organization for
Standardization
(ISO)

An international standards organization. ANSI is the primary interface to ISO
within the United States. Often thought to be International Standards
Organization because of the usage ISO for short.

Internet

A large collection of connected networks, primarily in the United States,
running the Internet suite of protocols. Sometimes referred to as the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Internet, NSF/DARPA,
Internet, or the Federal Research Internet.

Internet Protocol (IP)

The network protocol offering a connection-less mode network service in the
Internet suite of protocols.

IP address

A 32-bit quantity used to represent a point of attachment in an internet.

MD5 Hashing
Algorithm

A hashing algorithm defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in
RFC 1321. The algorithm is used to provide authentication services. It
allows a system to challenge another system with a random string of
characters. The receiving system appends a “secret” (i.e., a previously
agreed-to code) to the challenge, along with other defined information in
order to produce a 16-byte code. This new code is passed back to the
challenging system and is verified. Experience has proven that it is very
difficult for a third party to reverse engineer the secret, even if the third party
observes a large number of valid challenges and responses.

National
Transportation
Communications for
ITS Protocol (NTCIP)

The NTCIP is a family of protocols that provide common control and data
collection services as well as accommodating various system topologies and
data routing duties. The NTCIP will support not only currently deployed
systems, but also new systems and technologies as they become available.
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network

A collection of subnetworks connected by intermediate systems and
populated by end systems.

Network Layer

That portion of an OSI Basic Reference Model (Layer 3) responsible for data
transfer across the network, independent of both the media comprising the
underlying subnetworks and the topology of those subnetworks.
That portion of an OSI Basic Reference Model (Layer 1) responsible for the
electrical and mechanical interface between communicating systems.
A form of communications where data is transmitted between two devices
without any other devices existing on the communication circuit.

Physical Layer
point-to-point
proforma

A guide provided in advance to prescribe form or describe items.

protocol

A system of rules and procedures governing communications between two
devices. File transfer protocols in your communications program refer to a
set of rules governing how error checking will be performed on blocks of
data.

reserved

Reserved for future designation by the standards effort.

Simple Network
Management
Protocol (SNMP)

A communications protocol developed by the IETF, used for configuration
and monitoring of network devices.

Simple
Transportation
Management
Framework (STMF)

Describes the organization of the information within devices and the methods
of retrieving or modifying any information within the device. STMF also
explains how to generate and utilize computer readable information
organization descriptions.

subnet

A physical network within a network. All devices on a subnetwork share a
common physical medium.

subnetwork

See subnet.

Subnetwork Profile

A suite of protocols combined in a profile that specifies the lower layers of the
OSI Basic Reference Model. The only layers addressed within the SP are
the Physical and the Data Link layer.

Transport Layer

That portion of an OSI Basic Reference Model (Layer 4) which attempts to
guarantee reliable data transfers between two end-systems, using flow
control and error recovery, and may provide multiplexing.
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1.5

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

For the purposes of this standard, the following acronyms apply:
AASHTO
ACCM
ANSI
bps
CCITT
CHAP
DARPA
EIA
FCS
FHWA
FTP
HDLC
IAB
IANA
IEEE
IETF
IP
IPCP
IPI
ISO
ITE
ITS
ITU
LCP
MD5
MIB
MRU
NCP
NEMA
NTCIP
NTCITS IPI

OSI
PICS
PPP
PRL
RFC
SNMP
SP
STD
STMF
T2
TCP
TIA
UDP

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials
Asynchronous Control Character Map
American National Standards Institute
Bits per Second
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee, now being
referred to as ITU
Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Electronic Industries Alliance
Frame Checking Sequence
Federal Highway Administration
File Transfer Protocol
High Level Data Link Control Protocol
Internet Architecture Board
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
Internet Protocol
Internet Protocol Control Protocol
Initial Protocol Identifier
International Standards Organization
Institute of Transportation Engineers
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Information Technology Union
Link Control Protocol
Message Digest 5
Management Information Base
Maximum Receive Unit
Network Control Procedure
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
National Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol
National Transportation Communications for ITS Initial Protocol Identifier.
This is the acronym that was recorded by IANA for the original NTCIP
protocol identifier within PPP; due to the restructuring of NTCIP
documentation; this now equates to the IPI for T2.
Open Systems Interconnection
Profile Implementation Conformance Specification
Point-to-Point Protocol
Profile Requirements List
Request for Comments
Simple Network Management Protocol
Subnetwork Profile
Standard
Simple Transportation Management Framework
Transportation Transport (Profile)
Transport Control Protocol
Telecommunications Industry Association
User Datagram Protocol
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Section 2
CONFORMANCE
2.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

A Profile is a Standard that combines one or more base standards and selects appropriate options or
functions within them. It does this by referencing the base standard or standards and not by repeating
the referenced text. A base standard may be a "standard" or another profile that references standards.
Combining standards into standardized profiles provides a number of benefits. Profiles can be used to
specify major functional elements of a system that meets an end-user's specific needs. This enables
system specifiers, implementers, and procurement agents to specify and quantify products or the
functions of a product in terms of the desired needs, not the technical details. This abstraction allows a
more general functional view.
The definition of a profile is used to:
• Document the functional requirement and the scenario in which they are required.
• Select the appropriate base standard(s).
• Select any appropriate sets of options or subsets from the base standards or profiles.
• Combine compatible base standards, by reference, to create a profile that meets a specific set of
requirements.
Implementations claiming conformance to this Standard shall support the following elements as stated:
• All requirements in the remainder of this Section.
• All of the constraints specified in Annex A and Annex B (normative).
• All mandatory requirements of the standards referenced by this profile (unless specifically
indicated otherwise in this profile).
2.2

DATA LINK LAYER REQUIREMENTS

The Data Link Layer for the Point-to-Point Protocol Profile is divided into a variety of sub-layers as
follows:
• Network Control Protocol (NCP) for Internet Protocol (IP)
• Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)
• Link Control Protocol (LCP)
• Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
• High Level Data Link Control Protocol (HDLC)-Like Framing
All data exchanged over the link shall be placed into a PPP packet (see 2.2.5), which shall be contained
within an HDLC-Like Frame (see 2.2.6). Before any information is sent over the link, the link must be
established through the use of LCP (see 2.2.4). Implementations conforming to this profile must then
authenticate the peer using CHAP (see 2.2.3). Finally, before any end-application data is exchanged, the
implementation must configure the chosen transport profile through the use of the appropriate NCP (see
2.2.1 and 2.2.2). An implementation shall implement at least one of the transport profiles referenced
within this section.
2.2.1

Network Control Protocol for Transportation Transport Profile

Implementations may exchange Transportation Transport (T2) Profile packets directly over PPP. Support
for T2 Profile packets is optional, but if implemented shall conform to the requirements in this clause.
NOTE—It is envisioned that most implementations will not be bandwidth constrained and will therefore
use the Internet Transport Profile to be as consistent as possible with computer industry standards;
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however, the Transportation Transport Profile is defined for completeness.
2.2.1.1

General

Before any T2 Profile packets may be communicated, PPP must reach the Network-Layer Protocol
phase. The Network Control Protocol for the T2 Profile, known as the T2 Control Protocol, is a null
protocol and shall always be considered to be in the Opened state.
2.2.1.2

Sending T2 Profile Data Packets

Exactly one T2 Profile packet is encapsulated in the Information field of PPP Data Link Layer frames
where the Protocol field indicates type 0x00C1 (NTCITS IPI).
The maximum length of a T2 Profile packet transmitted over a PPP link is the same as the maximum
length of the Information field of a PPP data link layer frame. Larger packets must be embedded into a
Transport Profile that supports fragmentation and reassembly.
2.2.2

Network Control Protocol for IP

If an implementation supports the exchange of IP packets over PPP, it shall conform to the requirements
in this clause.
Before exchanging any IP datagrams, PPP must send Internet Protocol Control Protocol (IPCP) packets
to configure the IP layer.
2.2.2.1

IPCP General Procedures

There are no additional requirements to the IPCP General Procedures as defined in Clause 2 of RFC
1332.
2.2.2.2

IPCP Configuration Options

There are two IPCP options that may be applicable to this profile. Use of the IP-Addresses Option is not
allowed by this profile as it has been deprecated in RFC 1332 by the IP-Address option as indicated
below.
2.2.2.2.1

IP Compression Protocol Option

The IP-Compression-Protocol option allows the use of Van Jacobson Compression on the link. This
compression algorithm is processor intensive and is not recommended for links with field devices, but
may be useful for center-to-center dial-up links. If implemented, there are no additional requirements to
the requirements defined in Clauses 3.2 and 4 of RFC 1332.
NOTE—This is an exception to RFC 1332. RFC 1332 recommends the use of this option (and thus
would normally be translated as mandatory within the NTCIP standard); however, this profile
recommends against this option for field devices and is silent as to its use for centers.
2.2.2.2.2

IP-Address Option

The IP-Address option allows negotiation of the IP address to be used on the local end of the link. An
implementation conforming to this profile shall support and may use this option, as defined in Clause 3.3
of RFC 1332.
2.2.3

Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol

LCP allows a PPP implementation to negotiate an Authentication Protocol for authenticating its peer.
This profile requires support for CHAP. CHAP uses a random challenge, with a cryptographically hashed
response that depends upon the challenge, the challenge identifier, and a secret key.
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Implementations claiming compliance to this standard shall conform to all of the requirements for CHAP
as specified in RFC 1994. In addition, this profile places several restrictions on the implementation of this
protocol as defined below.
2.2.3.1

Packet Format

There are no additional requirements to the Packet Format (and associated procedure) requirements as
defined in Clause 4 of RFC 1994.
2.2.3.2

Name

The name field shall be used as an index to locate the proper secret in a table of secrets. This makes it
possible to support more than one name/secret pair per system, and to change the secret in use at any
time during the session.
For field devices, the names and secrets shall be stored as SNMP objects as defined in Annex B.
2.2.3.3

Secret

The secret shall be at least 16 octets long according to the recommended practice indicated in Clause 2.3
of RFC 1994 and shall be distinct for each direction of the PPP link.
For field devices, the names and secrets shall be stored as SNMP objects as defined in Annex B.
2.2.3.4

Hashing Algorithm

LCP allows the negotiation of a hashing algorithm. All implementations conforming to this profile shall
support the Message Digest 5 (MD5) hash algorithm. There are no additional requirements to the MD5
hash algorithm requirements as defined in RFC 1321.
2.2.3.4

Timing of Challenges

There are no additional timing requirements to those defined in RFC 1994. Implementations shall
challenge the other device during link establishment. Implementations shall be prepared to receive a
challenge at any time after the link has been established.
2.2.4

Link Control Protocol

The Data Link Layer is managed through the use of the Link Control Protocol (LCP). Management
includes:
• establishing and terminating the link
• negotiating various options for the link
Data frames are initially exchanged according to the default settings as defined by the various standards
referenced by this Profile. These default settings may be modified through the use of various
Configuration Options that have been defined for LCP and as discussed in 2.2.4.3.
2.2.4.1

LCP Packet Formats

Implementations shall support all LCP Packet formats as defined in Clause 5 of RFC 1661 and shall
additionally support the Identification LCP packet defined in Clause 1.1 of RFC 1570.
2.2.4.1.1

Configure-Request

There are no additional requirements to the Configure-Request requirements as specified in Section 5.1
of RFC 1661.
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2.2.4.1.2

Configure-Ack

There are no additional requirements to the Configure-Ack requirements as specified in Section 5.2 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.3

Configure-Nak

There are no additional requirements to the Configure-Nak requirements as specified in Section 5.3 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.4

Configure-Reject

There are no additional requirements to the Configure-Reject requirements as specified in Section 5.4 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.5

Terminate-Request and Terminate-Ack

There are no additional requirements to the Terminate-Request and Terminate-Ack requirements as
specified in Section 5.5 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.6

Code-Reject

There are no additional requirements to the Code-Reject requirements as specified in Section 5.6 of RFC
1661.
2.2.4.1.7

Protocol-Reject

There are no additional requirements to the Protocol-Reject requirements as specified in Section 5.7 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.8

Echo-Request and Echo-Reply

There are no additional requirements to the Echo-Request and Echo-Reply requirements as specified in
Section 5.8 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.9

Discard-Request

There are no additional requirements to the Discard-Request requirements as specified in Section 5.9 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.4.1.10 Identification
An LCP Identification packet, as specified in Section 1.1 of RFC 1570, shall be sent whenever:
• a Configure-Reject is sent or received,
• as a final message when negotiation fails to converge, and
• when LCP reaches the Opened state.
The Identification packet shall contain the make model and version of the implementation. This
information should be identical to that contained in the Configuration Conformance group of NTCIP global
objects and the sysDescr object of MIB-II.
2.2.4.2

Establishing and Terminating the Link

RFC 1661 defines a number of events, actions, phases, and states during the process of configuring,
maintaining, and terminating a link. This profile recommends full conformance to these procedures;
however, many of these procedures are internal to an implementation and cannot be easily tested. This
profile is only concerned with the interface that will be presented across a physical interface; therefore, it
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only requires conformance to those procedures dealing with the exchange of data packets.
2.2.4.2.1

Link Establishment

There are no additional requirements to the Link Establishment requirements as specified in Sections 3.4
and 4 of RFC 1661.
These sections require an implementation to support the receipt/transmission of Configure-Request
packets and the transmission/receipt of the appropriate response (i.e., a Configure-Ack, Configure-Nak,
or Configure-Rej). Once a Configure-Ack has been both sent and received, the implementation will move
to the authenticate phase. All non-LCP data packets received during link establishment are discarded.
Requirements for supporting the various configuration options are defined in 2.2.4.3.
2.2.4.2.2

Authentication

Sections 3.5 and 4 of RFC 1661 allow an implementation to authenticate its peer through a negotiated
authentication protocol. This profile requires the use of the CHAP authentication protocol with the MD5
hashing algorithm.
An implementation shall authenticate the peer during the authentication phase. An implementation may
also challenge a peer during the network protocol phase. This profile recommends that a management
station should not challenge an agent during the network protocol phase due to the extra processing
burden this would impose on the device. An agent, however, may wish to challenge a management
station under certain conditions that are implementation specific. A pair of central systems may
authenticate each other at any time.
If authentication fails, an implementation shall proceed to the link termination phase.
RFC 1661 allows LCP, authentication protocol (in this case CHAP), and link quality monitoring packets to
be exchanged during this phase; all other packets are silently discarded. This profile does not impose
any additional requirements upon this feature.
2.2.4.2.3

Network Layer

In addition to the Network Layer Protocol Phase requirements as specified in Sections 3.6 and 4 of RFC
1661, implementations claiming compliance to this profile shall support the T2 and/or IP "network" layers.
The Network Control Protocol requirements for these "network" layers are defined in 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.
Support for other "network" layers, as defined by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, is optional.
NOTE 1—The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority has recorded the PPP Protocol number for the T2
Profile under the name NTCITS IPI, which stands for National Transportation Communications for ITS
Initial Protocol Identifier.
NOTE 2—The T2 Profile is indicated by a value of 0xC1 in the Protocol Field; the Internet Profile is
indicated by a value of 0x21 in the Protocol Field.
2.2.4.2.4

Link Termination

In addition to the Link Termination requirements as specified in Sections 3.7 and 4 of RFC 1661, a dial-up
implementation claiming conformance to this profile shall disconnect the physical layer after exchanging
terminate packets.
2.2.4.3

LCP Configuration Options

LCP has a number of Configuration Options defined in several different documents; additional options
may be added in the future. Implementations shall be able to establish a PPP link with the indicated
default for each Configuration Option, unless otherwise indicated below. Support for negotiating a nondefault value is optional for each Configuration Option, unless otherwise indicated below.
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2.2.4.3.1

Vendor Specific

RFC 2153 defines a configuration option (Type 0) to support proprietary vendor-specific extensions for
the LCP configuration options. If any such feature is implemented, it shall comply with the requirements
as defined in RFC 2153.
2.2.4.3.2

Maximum Receive Unit

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 1) to allow negotiation of the Maximum Receive Unit
(MRU). All implementations must support the default MRU of 1500 bytes. If this Configuration Option is
implemented, it shall comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 6.1 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.3.3

Async-Control-Character-Map

RFC 1662 defines a configuration option (Type 2) to allow negotiation of the Asynchronous Control
Character Map (ACCM). This feature allows the peers of a PPP link to negotiate which bytes must be
byte-stuffed and which bytes may be sent in the clear. By default, the values 0x00 through 0x1F, 0x7D
and 0x7E are all byte stuffed. Support for negotiating the value for this feature is mandatory and shall
comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 7 of RFC 1662.
Because ITS data packets frequently contain data values in the range of 0x00 through 0x1F, it is
recommended that each peer negotiate for minimal byte-stuffing (i.e., only 0x7D and 0x7E).
2.2.4.3.4

Authentication-Protocol

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 3) to allow negotiation of the Authentication Protocol.
Support and use of this feature is required and the negotiated authentication protocol shall be CHAP with
MD5. The negotiation shall comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 6.2 of RFC 1661 and
Clause 3 of RFC 1994. The implementation shall not support the default authentication protocol (i.e.,
none) and will fail attempts to bypass the authentication.
2.2.4.3.5

Quality-Protocol

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 4) to allow negotiation of a Quality Protocol. If this feature
is implemented, it shall comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 6.3 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.3.6

Magic-Number

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 5) to allow detection of looped back links and other Data
Link Layer anomalies. If this feature is implemented, it shall comply with the requirements as defined in
Clause 6.4 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.3.7

Protocol-Field-Compression

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 7) to allow negotiation for the compression of the Protocol
Field of the PPP data packet. When compression is activated, some Protocol Field values may be
compressed into a single octet. Support and use of this feature is recommended, but optional. If this
feature is implemented, it shall comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 6.5 of RFC 1661.
2.2.4.3.8

Address-and-Control-Field-Compression

RFC 1661 defines a configuration option (Type 8) to allow negotiation for the compression of the Address
and Control Fields of the HDLC-Like Frame used in this profile. When compression is activated, the two
fields are compressed (i.e., omitted). Support and use of this feature is recommended, but optional. If
this feature is implemented, it shall comply with the requirements as defined in Clause 6.6 of RFC 1661.
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2.2.4.3.9

FCS-Alternatives

RFC 1570 defines a configuration option (Type 9) to allow negotiation for the Frame Checking Sequence
(FCS) algorithm used by the HDLC-Like Frame used in this profile. Implementations claiming
conformance with this profile shall not use this feature; they shall use the default International Telegraph
and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) 16-bit FCS.
2.2.4.3.10 Self-Describing-Pad
RFC 1570 defines a configuration option (Type 10) to allow negotiation for the addition of self-describing
padding. Implementations claiming conformance with this profile shall not use this feature.
2.2.4.3.11 Numbered-Mode
RFC 1663 defines a configuration option (Type 11) to allow negotiation for reliable transmission over the
HDLC link. This feature uses the Address and Control fields in a numbered mode to provide reliable
transmission services (e.g., for message sequencing). Implementations claiming conformance with this
profile shall not use this feature.
2.2.4.3.12 Callback
Clause 2.3 of RFC 1570 defines a configuration option (Type 13) to allow a call-back feature. This
feature shall not be used.
NOTE—Flaws were found with this feature and it was designed for use with numbered HDLC. If a
callback option is desired (e.g., to save on toll calls or to provide added security) the functionality should
be provided by software outside of this layer.
2.2.4.3.13 Multilink Options
RFC 1717 defines a method for splitting, recombining and sequencing datagrams across multiple logical
data links; several configuration options are defined for these services (i.e., Types 17, 18, 19, and 22).
This profile does not address multilink services and as such these services are not required.
2.2.4.3.14 Bandwidth Allocation Protocol Options
RFC 2125 defines a method to manage the dynamic bandwidth allocation of implementations supporting
the PPP multilink protocol. As indicated above, this profile does not address multilink services and
therefore the configuration option (Type 23) specified in this RFC is not required.
2.2.4.3.15 Deprecated Options
The following LCP Configuration Options have been deprecated by the Internet community and shall not
be used by implementations complying with this profile:
Type
Name
6
DEPRECATED (Quality Protocol)
12
DEPRECATED (Multi-Link-Procedure)
14
DEPRECATED (Connect-Time)
15
DEPRECATED (Compound-Frames)
16
DEPRECATED (Nominal-Data-Encapsulation)
2.2.4.3.16 Other Options
Several other LCP Configuration Options have been assigned by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA) for specific purposes. Support for and use of such options are optional.
Type
Name
20
Proprietary
21
DCE-Identifier
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24
25
26
2.2.5

LCP-Authentication-Option
Consistent Overhead Byte Stuffing (COBS)
Prefix elision
Point-to-Point Protocol

All data exchanged over the link shall be encapsulated as specified in Section 2 of RFC 1661. This
encapsulation includes three fields: Protocol, Information, and Padding.
2.2.5.1

PPP Protocol Field

Implementations conforming to this profile shall recognize and properly handle the Protocol values for
both LCP (0xC021) and CHAP (0xC223). In addition, implementations must support those protocols
selected in 2.2.4.2.3. Other protocols may be supported.
2.2.5.2

PPP Information Field

There are no additional requirements to the Information Field requirements as specified in Section 2 of
RFC 1661.
2.2.5.3

PPP Padding Field

Compliant implementations shall not use any padding. Beyond this, there are no additional requirements
to the Information Field requirements as specified in Section 2 of RFC 1661.
2.2.6

HDLC-Like Framing

The Point-to-Point Protocol data packet shall be transported in HDLC-Like framing as described in RFC
1662.
2.2.6.1

Frame Format

There are no additional requirements to the Frame Format requirements as specified in Section 3.1 of
RFC 1662.
2.2.6.2

Modification of the Basic Frame

There are no additional requirements to the Modification of the Basic Frame requirements as specified in
Section 3.2 of RFC 1662.
2.2.6.3

Octet-Stuffed Framing

There are no additional requirements to the Octet-Stuffed Framing requirements as specified in Section 4
of RFC 1662.
NOTE—RFC 1662 requires compliant implementations to byte stuff any byte that has been selected in
the associated ACCM (see 2.2.4.3.3); it allows an implementation to stuff other bytes. Therefore,
implementations must be able to decode any byte that has been stuffed, regardless of the current ACCM
value. The benefit of negotiating for minimal byte stuffing is that it allows an implementation to make
more efficient use of the communications network when sending a message.
2.2.6.4

Bit-Stuffed Framing

This Profile does not address bit-synchronous links; therefore, the requirements of RFC 1662, Clause 5
do not apply. However, implementers are encouraged to follow this clause if implementing within this
environment.
2.2.6.5

Asynchronous to Synchronous Conversion

This Profile does not address bit-synchronous links; therefore, the requirements of RFC 1662, Clause 6
do not apply. However, implementers are encouraged to follow this clause if implementing within this
environment.
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2.3

PHYSICAL LAYER REQUIREMENTS

An implementation shall conform to either the serial interface as specified in 2.3.1 or the modem interface
as specified in 2.3.2.
2.3.1

Direct Connect Null Modem

If the serial interface is supported, the requirements are based on the NTCIP 2101 variant of the ANSI/
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA)/Electronic Industries Alliance (EIA)/ 232-F standard. The
variations are itemized below.
2.3.1.1

Interface

The physical interface shall consist of an ANSI/TIA/EIA-232-F serial interface with pin designations as
modified as indicated in NTCIP 2101.
2.3.1.2

RS-232 Data Rate and Programmable Bit Rates

The requirements for the data rate and programmable bit rates are based on the NTCIP 2101. At a
minimum, the interface shall support full-duplex at the following data rates:
• 2400 bits per second (bps),
• 4800 bps,
• 9600 bps, and
• 19200 bps
Higher data rates may be supported. The pin assignments and conformance for the RS-232 ports shall
correspond with those listed in A.4.2.2.
2.3.2

Dial-up

If the modem interface is supported, the mandatory requirements of ITU-T V.34 shall be supported. The
modem may additionally support the ITU-T V.90 interface.
Each peer shall support the capability to answer incoming calls. Any peer may support the capability to
initiate calls.
NOTE 1—Requiring a device to support the initiation of a call allows a remote device to call central for
exception reporting.
NOTE 2—The indicated capability may be turned off for either of these options.
2.4

MIB REQUIREMENTS

Devices claiming conformance to this standard AND to NTCIP 2301 shall support objects as specified in
NTCIP 2101.
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Annex A
PMPP SUBNETWORK PROFILE REQUIREMENTS LIST
(Normative)
A.1

INTRODUCTION

This annex provides the Profile Requirements List (PRL) for implementations of the Subnet Profile for
PPP in the form of a proforma. A Profile Implementation Conformance Specification (PICS) for an
implementation is generated by an implementer or supplier by indicating the appropriate level of support
provided by an implementation.
To claim conformance with this profile, an implementation shall satisfy the mandatory conformance
requirements of this profile.
An implementation's completed PRL is called the PICS. The PICS states which capabilities and options
of the protocol have been implemented. The following can use the PICS:
a. The protocol implementer, as a checklist to reduce the risk of failure to conform to the standard
through oversight.
b. The supplier and user, as a detailed indication of the capabilities of the implementation.
c.

The user, as a basis for initially checking the possibility of interworking with another
implementation (note that, while interworking can never be guaranteed, failure to do so can often
be predicted from incompatible PICSs).

d. A user, as the basis for selecting appropriate tests against which to assess the claim for
conformance of the implementation.
The following notations and symbols are used to indicate status and conditional status in the PRL and
PICS within all NTCIP Standards. Not all of these notations and symbols may be used within this
standard.
A.1.1

Notation

The following notations and symbols are used to indicate status and conditional status in the PRL and
PICS within all NTCIP standards. Not all of these notations and symbols may be used within this
standard.
A.1.1.1 Status Symbols
The following symbols are used to indicate base standard and profile status:
m
m.<n>
o
o.<n>
c
n/a
x
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mandatory
support of every item of the group labeled by the
same numeral <n> required, but only one is active
at a time
optional
optional, but support of at least one of the group
of options labeled by the same numeral <n> is
required
conditional
not-applicable (i.e. logically impossible in the
scope of the profile)
excluded or prohibited
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The o.<n> notation is used to show a set of selectable options (i.e., one or more of the set must be
implemented) with the same identifier <n>. Two character combinations are used for dynamic
conformance requirements. In this case, the first character refers to the static (implementation) status,
and the second refers to the dynamic (use); thus "mo" means "mandatory to be implemented, optional to
be used." Base standard requirements are shown using the equivalent notations in upper case (e.g., M,
O, X).
The classification of the requirements and options in Internet RFCs does not correspond to the
convention described in above, and shall be mapped into the profile as follows:
RFC
MUST
SHOULD
MAY
SHOULD NOT
MUST NOT

Profile
Mandatory1
Mandatory1
Optional
Prohibited
Prohibited

A.1.1.2 Conditional Status Notation
The following predicate notations may be used:
<predicate>:

This notation introduces a single item that is
conditional on the <predicate>.
This notation introduces a table or a group of
tables, all of which are conditional on the
<predicate>.

<predicate>::

The <predicate>: notation means that the status following it applies only when the PRL or PICS states
that the feature or features identified by the predicate are supported. In the simplest case, <predicate> is
the identifying tag of a single PICS item. The <predicate>:: notation may precede a table or group of
tables in a clause or subclause. When the group predicate is true then the associated clause shall be
completed. The symbol <predicate> also may be a Boolean expression composed of several indices.
"AND," "OR," and "NOT" shall be used to indicate the Boolean logical operations.
A.1.1.3 Support Column Symbols
This profile is in the form of a PICS and, therefore, includes a support column. An implementer claims
support of an item by circling the appropriate answer (Yes, No, or N/A) in the support column:
Yes
No
N/A

Supported by the implementation.
Not supported by the implementation.
Not applicable

A.1.1.4 Footnotes
Footnotes to the proforma are indicated by superscript numerals. The footnote appears on the page of
the first occurrence of the numeral. Subsequent occurrences of a numeral refer to the footnote of the first
occurrence.

1

In the course of adapting communications industry standards to the transportation industry, there may be exceptions where
specific mandatory requirements are not applicable to the new environment. Where these exceptions are made, a justification shall
be provided.
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A.1.1.5 Instructions for Completing the PRL
A Profile implementer shows the extent of compliance to a Profile by completing the PRL. The
implementer indicates whether mandatory requirements are complied with, and whether optional
functions are supported. The resulting completed PRL is called a PICS. Where this profile refines the
features of the base standards, the requirements expressed in this PRL shall be applied (as indicated in
PRL items with no "Profile Support" column) to constrain the allowable responses in the base standard
PICS proforma. When this profile makes additional requirements, the "Support" column for such PRLs
shall be completed. In this column, each response shall be selected either from the indicated set of
responses, or it shall comprise one or more parameter values as requested. If a conditional requirement
is inapplicable, use the Not Applicable (NA) choice. If a mandatory requirement is not satisfied, exception
information must be supplied by entering a reference Xi, where i is a unique identifier, to an
accompanying rationale for the noncompliance. When the profile requirement is expressed as a twocharacter combination (as defined in A.1.1 above), the response shall address each element of the
requirement; e.g., for the requirement "mo," the possible compliant responses are "yy" or "yn."
A.2

STANDARDS REFERENCED

This profile specifies the provision of a PPP link over which transport and/or application profiles may
reside. It references the standards identified in 1.3.
A.3

PICS Requirements List

A.3.1

Implementation Identification

Ref

Question

1

Supplier

2

Contact point for queries about the profile

3

Implementation Name(s) and Version(s)

4

Date of statement

5

Other Information: Machine Name, Operating Systems,
System Name

6

Amendments or revisions to the base standards or profiles
that are applicable.

A.3.2

Response

Global Statement of Conformance

Are all mandatory requirements met for:
Ref

Standard

1

IAB STD 51 - Point-to-Point Protocol

2

RFC 1570 - PPP LCP Extensions

3

RFC 1994 - PPP Challenge Handshake Authentication
Protocol

4

IP or T2 Protocol Upper Layer Interface

5

ANSI/TIA/EIA-232-F or ITU-T V.34 Modem Interface

6

Optional support of ITU-T V.90 Modem

7

RFC 1381 LapB Object Definitions subset

8

RFC 1317 RS-232 Object Definitions subset

9

CHAP Object Definitions per this standard
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A.4

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

The following table lists the basic requirements for a compliant Point-to-Point Protocol over RS-232
Subnetwork implementation, and asks if the listed protocols or standards have been implemented.
Additionally, questions regarding supported higher layer protocols are asked, since the different layer
protocols interact and because this interaction has an effect on items that must be supported on the data
link layer if these higher layer protocols are implemented.

Index

Protocol/Element

Clause of
Profile

Profile
Status

Support

ap-stmf

Does the implementation support NTCIP 2301?

2.3

o

Yes No

t2p

Does the implementation support Transportation
Transport Profile?

2.2.4.2.3

o.1

Yes No

ip

Does the implementation support IP data packets?

2.2.4.2.3

o.1

Yes No

ipcp

Does the implementation support IPCP?

2.2.4.2.3

ip:m

Yes N/A

chap

Does the implementation support CHAP
authentication?

2.2.4.2.2

m

Yes

lcp

Does the implementation support LCP?

2.2.4

m

Yes

ppp

Does the implementation support PPP?

2.2.5

m

Yes

hdlc

Does the implementation support HDLC Like
Framing

2.2.6

m

Yes

rs232

Does the implementation support the ANSI/TIA/EIA232-F interface with exceptions?

2.3.1

o.2

Yes No

v.34

Does the implementation support the V.34 interface?

2.3.2

o.2

Yes No

incoming

Does the peer accept incoming calls?

2.3.2

v.34:m

Yes N/A

outgoing

Does the peer support initiating calls?

2.3.2

v.34:o

Yes No N/A

v.90

Does the implementation support the V.90 interface?

2.3.2

o

Yes

snmp

Does the implementation support the required
management objects?

2.4

ap-stmf:: m

Yes N/A

A.4.1

PICS Proforma for Data Link Layer

A.4.1.1 Protocol Summary
Have any exceptions been required?

Yes_______________ No_______________

(Note: A YES answer means that the implementation does not
conform to the Data Link Layer. Non-supported mandatory capabilities
are to be identified in the PICS, with an explanation of why the
implementation is non-conforming.
Date of Statement
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A.4.1.2 T2 Profile
Item

1.1

Protocol Feature

T2 Profile encapsulated with a
Protocol Field of 0x00C1?

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

http://www.iana.
org

M

2.2.1.2

t2p:m

Yes

A.4.1.3 IP Control Protocol
Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

2.1

IP packets supported before IPCP
reaches the opened state?

RFC 1332
Clause 2

M

2.2.2

ip:m

No N/A

2.2

IPCP General Procedures
supported?

RFC 1332

M

2.2.2.1

ip:m

Yes

2.3

IP Compression Protocol
supported?

RFC 1332
Clause 3.2 and
4

O

2.2.2.2.1

ip:o

Yes No

2.4

IP Address Option supported?

RFC 1332
Clause 3.3

O

2.2.2.2.2

ip:m

Yes

A.4.1.4 CHAP
Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

3.1

Full support for the defined packet
formats?

RFC 1994
Clause 4

M

2.2.3.1

m

Yes

3.2

Does the implementation require
the password to be at least 16
octets?

RFC 1994
Clause 4

O

2.2.3.2

m

Yes

3.3

Does the implementation support
different passwords for each
direction of the PPP link?

RFC 1994
Clause 4

O

2.2.3.2

m

Yes

3.4

Does the implementation support
the MD5 hash algorithm?

RFC 1321

O

2.2.3.3

m

Yes

A.4.1.5 LCP
Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

4.1

Support for all data packets
defined in RFC 1661?

RFC 1661
Clause 5

M

2.2.4.1

m

Yes

4.1.1

Support for Configure-Request
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.1

M

2.2.4.1.1

m

Yes

4.1.2

Support for Configure-Ack
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.2

M

2.2.4.1.2

m

Yes
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4.1.3

Support for Configure-Nak
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.3

M

2.2.4.1.3

m

Yes

4.1.4

Support for Configure-Reject
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.4

M

2.2.4.1.4

m

Yes

4.1.5

Support for Terminate-Request
and Terminate-Ack packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.5

M

2.2.4.1.5

m

Yes

4.1.6

Support for Code-Reject packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.6

M

2.2.4.1.6

m

Yes

4.1.7

Support for Protocol-Reject
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.7

M

2.2.4.1.7

m

Yes

4.1.8

Support for Echo-Request and
Echo-Reply packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.8

M

2.2.4.1.8

m

Yes

4.1.9

Support for Discard-Request
packets?

RFC 1661
Clause 5.9

M

2.2.4.1.9

m

Yes

4.1.10

Support for Identification packets?

RFC 1570
Clause 1.1

O

2.2.4.1.10

m

Yes

4.2.1.1

Does the implementation correctly
support the Link Establishment
Process?

RFC 1661
Clauses 3.4 & 4

M

2.2.4.2.1

m

Yes

4.2.1.2

Does the implementation discard
all non-LCP packets during the
Establishment phase?

RFC 1661
Clause 3.4

M

2.2.4.2.1

m

Yes

4.2.2.

Does the implementation correctly
support the Authentication
Process?

RFC 1661
Clauses 3.5 & 4

M

2.2.4.2.2

m

Yes

4.2.2.1

Is CHAP with MD5 required by the
implementation?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.2

O

2.2.4.2.2

m

Yes

4.2.2.2

If authentication fails, does the
implementation proceed to the link
termination phase?

RFC 1661
Clause 3.5

M

2.2.4.2.2

m

Yes

4.2.3

Does the implementation correctly
support the Network Process?

RFC 1661
Clauses 3.6 & 4

M

2.2.4.2.3

m

Yes

4.2.4

Does the implementation correctly
support the Termination Process?

RFC 1661
Clauses 3.7 & 4

M

2.2.4.2.4

m

Yes

4.2.4.1

Disconnect physical layer after
exchanging terminate packets?

RFC 1661
page 8

O

2.2.4.2.4

v.34:m;
rs232:o

Yes No

4.3

Does the implementation support
the default value for each option,
except as noted?

RFC 1661
Clauses 3.4 & 5

M

2.2.4.3

m

Yes

4.3.1

All LCP packets with code value
set to 1-7 sent with default
options?

RFC 1661
Clause 5

M

2.2.4.3.1

m

Yes

4.3.2

Support of 1500 byte Maximum
Receive Unit?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.1

M

2.2.4.3.2

m

Yes

4.3.2.1

Support for negotiating other MRU
sizes?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.1

O

2.2.4.3.2

o

Yes No

4.3.2.2

What is the maximum MRU
supported?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.1

at least
1500 bytes

2.2.4.3.2

at least
1500
bytes

________

4.3.3

Support for byte stuffing 0x00 –
0x1F and 0x7D and 0x7E?

RFC 1662
Clause 7

M

2.2.4.3.3

m

Yes
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4.3.3.1

Support for negotiating bytestuffing for bytes between 0x00
and 0x1F?

RFC 1662
Clause 7

O

2.2.4.3.3

m

Yes

4.3.3.2

Which byte values are negotiable?

RFC 1662
Clause 7

O

2.2.4.3.3

m

_________
_________

4.3.4

Support for negotiating
Authentication Protocol?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.2

O

2.2.4.3.4

m

Yes

4.3.4.1

Support for null authentication?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.2

O

2.2.4.3.4

x

No

4.3.4.2

Support for PAP?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.2

O

2.2.4.3.4

x

No

4.3.4.3

Support for CHAP?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.2

O

2.2.4.3.4

m

Yes

4.3.5

Support for a Quality Protocol?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.3

O

2.2.4.3.5

o

Yes No

4.3.6

Support for a Magic Number?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.4

O

2.2.4.3.6

o

Yes No

4.3.7

Support for Protocol Field
Compression?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.5

O

2.2.4.3.7

o

Yes No

4.3.8

Support for Address and Control
Field Compression?

RFC 1661
Clause 6.6

O

2.2.4.3.8

o

Yes No

4.3.9

Support for alternative FCS
algorithms?

RFC 1570
Clause 2.1

O

2.2.4.3.9

x

No

4.3.10

Support for Self-describing Pad?

RFC 1570
Clause 2.2

O

2.2.4.3.10

x

No

4.3.11

Support for Numbered Mode?

RFC 1663

O

2.2.4.3.11

x

No

4.3.12

Support for Call-back?

RFC 1570
Clause 2.3

O

2.2.4.3.12

o

Yes No

4.3.13

Support for Multi-link options

RFC 1717

O

2.2.4.3.13

o

Yes No

4.3.14

Support for Bandwidth Allocation
Protocol

RFC 2125

O

2.2.4.3.14

o

Yes No

A.4.1.5 PPP
Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

5.1

Support for transmission/receipt of
encapsulated data?

RFC 1661
page 3

M

2.2.5

m

Yes

5.1.1

Does encapsulation always
include Protocol Field?

RFC 1661
page 4

M

2.2.5.1

m

Yes

5.1.2

Does encapsulation always
include Information Field

RFC 1661
page 4

M

2.2.5.2

m

Yes

5.1.3

Is any padding included in
transmissions?

RFC 1661
page 4

O

2.2.5.3

x

No

5.1.4

Support padded receptions?

RFC 1661
page 4

M

2.2.5.3

m

Yes
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A.4.1.6 HDLC Like Framing

Protocol Feature

Item

Base Standard

Profile

Support

Reference

Status

Clause

Status

6.1

Frame Format

RFC 1662-3.1

M

2.2.6.1

m

Yes

6.2

Modification of the Basic Frame

RFC 1662-3.2

M

2.2.6.2

m

Yes

6.3

Octet-Stuffed Framing

RFC 1662-4

M

2.2.6.3

m

Yes

A.4.2

PICS Proforma for Physical Layer

A.4.2.1 Summary
Have any exceptions been required?

Yes_______________ No_______________

(Note: A YES answer means that the implementation does not
conform to the Physical Layer. Non-supported mandatory capabilities
are to be identified in the PICS, with an explanation of why the
implementation is non-conforming.
Date of Statement

A.4.2.2 RS-232 Conformance List
Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard
Reference

dataRate

Data Rate

Profile

Status

Clause

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

-

2.3.1.2

Support

Status

BaseData
Rates

2400 bps
4800 bps
9600 bps
19200 bps

-

-

m
m
m
m

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

OtherData
Rate

Higher Data Rates

-

-

o

Yes No

(indicate bps)
sync
async
duplex

Type of Data Communications:
synchronous

O

2.2.6.5
x

No

m

Yes

o.6

Yes

o.6

Yes No

o

Yes No

Duplexing
Half Duplex

fullDupl

Full Duplex

P1

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

asynchronous

halfDupl

232
Circuits

_________

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

O.6

2.3.1.2

O.6

INTERCHANGE CIRCUITS FOR ANSI/TIA/EIA 232-F
Pin 1 – shield (earth ground)
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Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard
Reference

Profile

Status

Clause

Support

Status

P2

Pin 2 – Transmitted Data (transmit
data)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P3

Pin 3 – Received Data (receive data)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P4

Pin 4 – Request to Send

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

Pin 5 – Clear to Send

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P6

Pin 6 – DCE Ready (Data set ready)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P7

Pin 7 – Signal Common (logic
ground)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P8

Pin 8 – Received Line Signal
Detector (data carrier detect)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P9

Pin 9 – Reserved for Testing

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P10

Pin 10 – Reserved for Testing

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P11

Pin 11 – Unassigned

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P12

Pin 12 – Secondary Received Line
Signal Detector (secondary DCD)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P13

Pin 13 – Secondary Clear to Send

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P14

Pin 14 – Secondary Transmit Data

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P15

Pin 15 – Transmitter Signal Element
Timing (Synchronous Mode Transmit
Clock) – DCE

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P16

Pin 16 – Secondary Received Data

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P17

Pin 17 – Receiver Signal Element
Timing (Synchronous Mode Receive
Clock)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P18

Pin 18 – Local Loopback

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P19

Pin 19 – Secondary Request to Send

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P20

Pin 20 – DTE Ready (Data Terminal
Ready)

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

m

Yes

P21

Pin 21 – Remote Loopback

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P22

Pin 22 – Ring Indicator

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P23

Pin 23 – Data Signal Rate Selector

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P5
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Item

Protocol Feature

Base Standard
Reference

Profile

Status

Clause

Support

Status

P24

Pin 24 – Transmit Signal Element
Timing (Synchronous Mode Transmit
Clock) – DTE

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

P25

Pin 25 – Test Mode

ANSI/TIA/EIA
232-F

M

o

Yes No

A.4.3

PICS Proforma for MIB Objects

A.4.3.1 Summary
Have any exceptions been required?

Yes_______________ No_______________

(Note: A YES answer means that the implementation does not
conform to the Physical Layer. Non-supported mandatory capabilities
are to be identified in the PICS, with an explanation of why the
implementation is non-conforming.
Date of Statement

A.4.3.2 HDLC Group
Item

Object Definition
Object

Syntax

Base Standard
Access

Status

Support

Profile
Clause

Status

2.4

snmp:o

Yes No

M

7.1:m

Yes

Reference
5.1

Support of
lapbAdmnTable
and
lapbOperTable?

lapb
AT

lapbAdmnTable

SEQUENCE
OF
lapbAdmn
Entry

Notaccessible

lapb
AE

lapbAdmnEntry

LapbAdmn
Entry

Notaccessible

M

7.1:m

Yes

lapb
AI

lapbAdmnIndex

INTEGER
(IfIndex
Type)

read-only

M

7.1:m

Yes

lapb
TNFS

lapbAdmn
TransmitN1
FrameSize

INTEGER
(Positive
Integer)

read-write

M

7.1:m

Yes

lapb
RNFS

lapbAdmn
ReceiveN1
FrameSize

INTEGER
(Positive
Integer)

read-write

M

7.1:m

Yes

lapb
T1

lapbAdmn
T1AckTimer

INTEGER
(Positive
Integer)

read-write

M

7.1:m

Yes

lapb
T2

lapbAdmn
T2AckDelayTimer

INTEGER
(Positive
Integer)

read-write

M

7.1:m

Yes
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Item

Object Definition
Object

Syntax

Base Standard
Access

Support

Profile

Status

Clause

Status

Reference
lapb
OT

lapbOperTable

SEQUENCE
OF lapbOper
Entry

Notaccessible

lapb
OE

lapbOperEntry

LapbOper
Entry

lapb
OI

lapbOperIndex

lapb
Ooid

lapbOperPortId

M

7.1:m

Yes

Notaccessible

M

7.1:m

Yes

INTEGER
(IfIndex
Type)

read-only

M

7.1:m

Yes

OBJECT
IDENTIFIER

read-only

M

7.1:m

Yes
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A.4.3.3 RS232 Asynchronous Group
Item

Object Definition
Object

Syntax

Base Standard
Access

Status

Support

Profile
Clause

Status

2.4

snmp:o

Yes No

M

7.2:m

Yes

Reference
6.1

Support of
rs232PortTable?

rs232
No

rs232Number

INTEGER

read-write

rs232
PT

rs232PortTable

SEQUENCE
OF rs232
PortEntry

Notaccessible

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
PE

rs232PortEntry

rs232
PortEntry

Notaccessible

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
PI

rs232PortIndex

INTEGER

read-only

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
PType

rs232PortType

INTEGER

read-only

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
PiSpd

rs232Port
InSpeed

INTEGER

read-write

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
PoSpd

rs232Port
OutSpeed

INTEGER

read-write

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
APT

rs232AsyncPort
Table

SEQUENCE
OF
rs232Async
PortEntry

Notaccessible

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
APE

rs232
AsyncPortEntry

rs232Async
PortEntry

Notaccessible

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
API

rs232
AsyncPortIndex

INTEGER

read-only

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
APFE

rs232AsyncPort
FramingErrs

Counter

read-only

M

7.2:m

Yes

rs232
APOE

rs232AsyncPort
OverrunErrs

Counter

read-only

M

7.2:m

Yes
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A.4.3.4 Chap Secrets Group
Item

Object Definition
Object

Syntax

Base Standard
Access

Support

Profile

Status

Clause

Status

2.1.3

snmp:m

Yes No

Reference
7.1

Support of
chapSecretTable
?

N/A

chap
Table

chapSecretTable

SEQUENCE
OF
chapSecret
Entry

Notaccessible

M

8.1:m

Yes

chap
Entry

chapSecretEntry

ChapSecret
Entry

Notaccessible

M

8.1:m

Yes

chap
CN

chapName

OCTET
STRING

read-write

M

2.1.3.2

8.1:m

Yes

chap
CS

chapSecret

OCTET
STRING

read-write

M

2.3.1.3

8.1:m

Yes

chap
CMS

chapMaxSecrets

INTEGER

read-write

M

2.1.3

8.1:m

Yes
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Annex B
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION BASE FOR PPP
(Normative)
CHAP-MIB1

DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
OBJECT-TYPE
FROM RFC-1212
layers
FROM TMIB-II;
chap OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {layers 1}
-- All nodes underneath the chap node shall only be accessible by the administrator community name.
-- NOTE—These objects should only be exchanged when the connection is known to be private, i.e.
-- the connection should either be physically secure from outside monitoring (e.g., locally connected
-- through a direct null-modem cable) or the connection should ensure privacy through a well
-- designed encryption scheme such as Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). Users should be aware that dial-up
-- connections and wireless technologies are not private unless some sort of encryption layer is used.
B.1

MAXIMUM SECRETS PARAMETER

chapMaxSecrets OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX INTEGER (1..255)
ACCESS read-only
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The number of rows that are listed in the Chap Secrets Table."
::= { chap 1 }
B.2

CHAP SECRET TABLE

chapSecretTable OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX SEQUENCE OF ChapSecretEntry
ACCESS not-accessible
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"A table containing the names and secrets for the CHAP authentication protocol."
::= { chap 2 }
chapSecretEntry OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX ChapSecretEntry
ACCESS not-accessbile
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"This object defines an entry in the CHAP Secrets Table"
INDEX { chapName }
::= { chapSecretTable 1 }
ChapSecretEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
chapName
OCTET STRING,
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chapSecret

OCTET STRING }

chapName OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE (8..20))
ACCESS read-write
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"The name of a peer system (or user) as it would be recorded in a CHAP challenge."
::= { chapSecretEntry 1 }
chapSecret OBJECT-TYPE
SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE (16..64))
ACCESS read-write
STATUS mandatory
DESCRIPTION
"This object contains the secret used for the associated name when using the CHAP authentication
protocol."
::= { chapSecretEntry 2 }
END
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Annex C

Typical CHAP Dialog
(Informative)
Figure C-1 indicates a typical CHAP dialog that might occur during the Authentication Phase of link
establishment.

Figure C-1
CHAP Authentication Dialog
Either peer may issue the challenge first; in fact, during the Authentication phase they will often be
transmitted near-simultaneously. As a result, the response and success/failure messages for the two
authentication processes will typically be interwoven with each other as shown above. A single thread
can be viewed by only considering the odd or even messages in the diagram above.
The challenge is transmitted in a message that contains the name of the sender. This name can then be
used to look up the appropriate secret from the look-up table, thereby allowing a given peer to allow
access from a virtually unlimited number of other peers, each with a unique secret.
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Once the receiver of a challenge finds the correct secret for a given peer, it performs the MD5 hash
algorithm per the rules in the standard and returns the response with its own name in the name field. The
name of the responding system allows the sender of the challenge to look-up the secret assigned to the
name of the remote device; thereby allowing each challenger to support connections with a virtually
unlimited number of peers.
While either peer may initiate a challenge, there is only one secret for the pair of peers. Thus, the same
secret is used regardless of which peer initiated the challenge.
Assuming the response is valid, the challenger issues a success command and proceeds to the NetworkLayer Protocol Phase, but as the CHAP RFC indicates, the peer must still be prepared to accept
duplicate response messages as well as being able to respond to a challenge at any subsequent point
during the Network-Layer Protocol Phase.
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